
Love Spells  
 
 
 
 

(BE aware of the threefold law with this kind of spell!) 
 
 
To obtain the love from a specific person  
 
 

At nighttime light a small fire in a cauldron or what ever you have available to 
contain the fire. Cut out a piece of paper that is 3 inches by 3 inches. Draw a 
heart on it and color it in with red. Write the name of the name of the person that 
you desire on the heart. While doing all this be thinking of this person being 
attracted to you and not being able to resist you! Think of his or her heart 
burning with desire for you just like the flames of the fire. Then kiss the name on 
the heart 3 times. Place the paper in the fire while saying these words 3 times. Do 
so with sincerity... 
 
 

"Fire come from below, bring me love that I do know, 
make my heart blaze and shine, to bring the love that will be mine!" 
Soon my love will come a day, three times strong and here to stay!" 

"SO MOTE IT BE!"  
 
 
 

Stay and meditate on the spell you just did, seeing it come true! After you are 
finished concentrating for a few minutes, extinguish the fire. Soon your love will 
come to you! 



Soulmate Dream Ritual 
 

Items: 3 almonds and 3 raisins - Milk - Honey 
 
Ritual: Put the almonds and raisins under your pillow. Before you go to bed, 
drink a cup of warm milk with a tsp. of honey then go to sleep. If you wonder if a 
certain person is your soulmate (“the” one) it will tell you in your dream. So, 
before you fall asleep keep that person in mind, and in the morning you will know 
if he is your soulmate, from your dream. 

 
 
 
 
 
Freeze your ex  
 

Items: A piece of paper - A new plastic container - Some water - A piece of fish - 
A refrigerator - Your ex's FULL Name 
 
Time: Midnight on a Full Moon 
 
Ritual: Write the full name on a piece of paper and roll the paper into a ball and 
put it into the plastic container along with the water and the piece of fish. Hold 
the container up to the moon and say 
 

Light of the Moon Hear me well  
freeze him/her out and make him/her gone  

the spell is cast the magic will last. 
 

Put the container into the freezer compartment of your fridge, in a place where 
you know it won't be disturbed or found. Leave it in your fridge for as long as it 
takes. Then - and only then - throw it all away far, far away from your house. 



Bring back my lover spell  
 

This spell can be used to bring back an ex-lover or end an argument between 
friends.  
 

Items: Two white candles - A photo or drawing of your lover or friend make sure 
he/she is alone in the photo - a photo of yourself smiling - a chamomile tea bag - a 
piece of blue material. 

Time: At precisely 8:00 in the evening.  
 
Ritual: At exactly 8:00 in the evening light the candles and take a few deep 
breaths to relax yourself. Try to imagine a peaceful scene - somewhere beautiful 
and wonderful. Now relaxed, hold the picture of the person in your hand and 
repeat these words: 
 

"With the light of the flame I'll light your desire,  
when I speak your name you'll feel my fire,  

the spell has been cast So Be It!"  
 

Say his name slowly 3 times and then put your picture face down on top of his so 
that the two images are together. Wrap the two pictures along with the tea bag in 
the blue cloth. Put the package in a safe place. To insure that your ex gets the 
message- light the candles at 8:00 each night and say his name three times. Wait 
three weeks and it's done.  

 
 
 
 
Tarot Love Spell 
 

Items: Star card - Lovers card - King of Cups  
 
Ritual: Lay out the Star and visualize the floodgates opening and all obstacles 
that have kept you and your soulmate apart being removed - you should feel a 
sense of relief as you lay down the card.  
 
Next lay down the chosen court cups card and visualize everything you want in 
your perfect soulmate - try to think of personality traits as well as physical traits. 
They’re hair, their laugh, and sense of humour, affection given and received and 
so on. As you lay the card down and you are done visualizing, say these words: 

 
"I call upon all good spirits, call upon all karmic forces,  

I call upon wide ruling powers. Make smooth the way that may  
love may be brought to me!" Lay down the lovers card and say these words:  

"As I lay this final card - the spell is cast the magick shall last -so be it. " 



Love Spell Box  
 

Items: A box (one you decorated yourself) - one red candle, one black candle, & 
glue. 
 
Time: Start on a New Moon  
 
Ritual: Begin a quest to find "love" objects to place inside the box. (Special 
objects that represent your love, sex, romance, or relationship.) Collect nine 
objects. Charge them with your personal love energy. Place the objects and your 
box on your alter. Light the red and black candles. Pick up each object in your 
left hand and think and feel the strongest emotions you have ever felt while in 
love. Then glue each item into the box so that it stays in place. Let your feeling 
guide you to where to place each object. If you have a particular person in mind 
place his/her picture in the box as well. Keep the box in a magical spot in your 
home. Every once in a while open the box to re-power the objects and let some of 
the energy inside flow out into you. 

 
 
To attract a lover (Norse)  
 

Items: 1 pink candle - A pink stone (rose quartz)  
 
Ritual: Mark the candle and the stone with the Ing, Gyfu and Bjork Runes. Lit 
the candle and place the stone beside the candle. Now repeat 3 times: 

 
"Three ladies came across the land, bringing love into my hand:  

The first called him (or her) the second brought him  
the third bound us together"  

 
The stone is then charged to add to the spell. When the candle is finished, the 
stone is secreted among personal belongings.  

 
+ 
To maintain unconditional love  
 

Items: 1 white candle - 1 Pink candle - 1 Black candle - Incense  
 
Time: Every Full Moon, once a month.  
 
Ritual: Look at the Moon, then light the candles and say: 
 
"The kind Fates have blessed my home, the kind Fates have blessed my heart,  
the kind Fates have blessed my loved ones, I offer thanks with a humble heart  

I thank the Goddess for my life, I thank the Goddess for my love  
I thank the Goddess for continued blessings already on their way. Blessed be!"  



To win the love  
 

Items: 2 red candles - 1 gold candle - Olive oil - Piece of white cloth  
 
Time: Full Moon night  
 
Ritual: Dress the candles with the oil, rubbing from center towards the bottom 
then, from center to top. Place the candles accordingly: The gold candle is placed 
before you. One red candle at the right hand side, and the other red candle in 
front of the gold candle. Think of him and light the red and gold candles. Try to 
feel your love and power. Say: 

 
"Here is (the name of the person). This candle is him  

this flame burns, as does his spirit  
I am my beloved's and the beloved is mine"  

 
Take the remains when the candles are burned completely and wrap them in the 
cloth.  Keep it in a safe place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Herbal Smoke Spell  
 

Items: An incense burner - instant light charcoal - a pinch of dried rose petals or 
yarrow  
 
Ritual: When the smoke from the incense rises from the burner, visualize your 
lover's face in the smoke or glowing coals. Whisper these words over and over 
until you feel the magick happening. 
 

"Magick herbs, burn in fire, bring to me my hearts desire." 



A spell for love  
 

Items: 1 white candle and one in your favourite color - Two holders - Rose 
colored alter clothe a Piece of red chalk.  
 
Ritual: In the circle, ground and center. Meditate on all preconceived ideas you 
have about the perfect partner. You might have a certain person in mind for 
romance. Release the thought of that person (it would be most unethical to work 
magick to make a certain person love you and will put you in jeopardy by the law 
of return). Release all notions of what your perfect lover will look like, or do for a 
career, or even sound like. These are externals, and if you cling to them you may 
overlook mate simple because your mind was focused on superficialities.  
 
When your mind is clear and open, hold the candle of your favorite color; this 
represents you. Meditate and then speak aloud all the qualities and energies you 
are willing to bring to an intimate relationship, such as "honesty, and the daily 
expression of affection, and good humor even in difficult times, ect. Replace that 
candle on the alter and pick up the white one. This represents your ideal partner, 
whoever he or she may be. Speak aloud the essential qualities you desire in a 
mate, and ask Aphrodite to bring you together in this lifetime.  
 
Then place the two candles in their holders at opposite ends of the alter. Draw a 
heart in the center with the red chalk, large enough for both candleholders. Each 
day thereafter, meditate on the perfect loving relationship for a few minutes, and 
move the two candles an inch closer together. If you started on a new moon, then 
by the full moon, the candles should be touching in the middle of the heart. When 
they meet, draw two more hearts around the first one, raise energy by singing 
your favorite love song, (or singing with a recording of it) and charge the candles. 
So mote it be! 



Spell to Protect Your Love From Another  
By Amanda Hayes Nin's Realm of Magick  
 
Note: DO NOT use this spell to "steal" another's boyfriend or girlfriend! Its purpose 
is to keep your mate from wandering, not to make someone else's wander.  
 

Items: 1 candle to represent yourself (in appropriate color) - 1 candle to represent 
your love (in appropriate color) - 1 candle to represent the third person (in 
appropriate color black) - Sewing Needles - 1 Red Candle - Dragons Blood or 
other Protection Incense  
 
Ritual: Cast a proper circle before doing any magickal work. Inscribe the candle 
that represents you with your name. Inscribe the candle that represents your 
lover with his or her name. If the third persons name is known, inscribe the third 
candle with his or her name. If the name is unknown, you can inscribe "All 
Others". 
 
Anoint your candle and your lovers candle with any type of "Love" oil. Anoint 
the other person's candle with any type of "repelling" oil. On the candle 
representing the Other One, stick sewing needles throughout the candle where 
the letters are closed (ex: if there is a letter "o", place a needle through the "o"). 
Light this candle while concentrating all of the bad feelings this person has 
caused you. Place this candle in the upper right hand corner of your Altar. 
 
Rid yourself of the negative feelings you charged the third person's candle with, 
and light the Protection Incense. Visualize what you want to accomplish with this 
spell. Call upon the Goddess for protection over the lovers. Light the candle that 
represents you and say: 

 
This candle is (name). Her/His love for (name) burns eternal as does this flame." 

Light your lovers candle from your candle and say: 
"This candle is (name). Her/His love for (name) burns eternal as does this flame." 

Light the Red candle from the Lover candle and say: 
 
"This candle represents (your name and her/his name)'s love for each other. No one 
shall make the other's eye wander. This candle binds together (name and name) 
eternally in love. Their love for each other burns as does this flame." 

Let all candles burn down while concentrating on how much your lover loves you, 
and vice versa. Throw into the garbage the leftover wax and needles from the 
other person's candle. (after cooling) Put your leftover wax and your lover’s 
leftover wax into a glass jar, seal it, and bury it within the Earth. 

Since this spell borders on the "mind rape" theory of taking away one's free will, 
it is best to get your lover's permission before performing this spell. 



A basic Love Spell  
 

Items: 3 cords or strings (Pink, red, green)  
 
Ritual: Take the cords and braid them together. Firmly tie a knot near one end of 
the braid, thinking of your need for love. Next, tie another knot, and another until 
you have tied 7 knots. Wear or carry the cord with you until you find your love. 
After you have found him (her), keep the cord in a safe place or give it to one of 
the elements. 

 
 
 
 
 
Lovers' Spell 
 

Items: 1 red candle - Lovers' oil - Lovers' incense  
 
Ritual: Dress the candle with the oil, while you burn the incense. Say the 
following incantation 3 times each night for five nights in a row: 
 

"I am possessed by burning love for this man,  
and this love comes to me from Apsaras, who is victorious ever.  

Let this man/woman yearn for me. Desire me; let his desire burn for me.  
Let this love come forth from the spirit and enter him.  
Let him desire me, as nothing has been desired before.  

I love him, want him; he must feel the same desire for me.  
O spirit of the air let him burn with love for me". 

 
 
 
 
 
Spell to attract a lover  
 

Items: Laurel leaves - A Dying fire  
 
Ritual: Sit before a dying fire and gaze into it, clearing your mind of all but 
thoughts of your lover have a small basket of laurel leaves between your knees. 
Keeping your gaze fixed on the fire, dip your left hand into the basket take out a 
handful of leaves, and toss them onto the fire. As they burst into flames, chant out 
loud: 

 
"Laurel leaves that burn in the fire, draw unto me my heart's desire"  

 
Wait until flames have died down, and then repeat the action. Do it a 3rd time. 



To Release An Unwanted Love  
 

Items: 2 Black Candles - 1 Candle to represent the person  
 
Time: During a waning moon  
 
Ritual: Cast your circle for devoking (counter clockwise) and call the corners.  
With your Athame in your right hand and the candle in your left hand, raise you 
arms above your head and say out loud: 

 
"Goddess of the Moon, Mother of all, Creator of life,  

I ask of thee to bless this candle in the name of __________." 
Place the candle in a holder and light it. Then say: 

"God of the Sun, Horned Consort of the Goddess, Ruler of the Day, I  
ask thee to bless this candle in the name of ___________." 

 
Without burning yourself lift the candle in the holder above your head and call out: 
 

"With this candle blessed in the name of __________. 
I command that he does not see me with eyes of love,  

but now with the eyes of friends. In Goddess name I ask. Blessed Be! "  
 

Thank the corners, close your circle, blow out the black candles and let the 
representative candle BURN out.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Spell To Let A Lover Go  
 

Items: A picture of you and your ex-lover - your Athame  
 
Ritual: Cast your circle as usual; place the picture of you and your ex-lover on 
your alter. Without thoughts of recrimination or revenge, take your ritual knife 
and cut your ex-lover out of the picture. Then place the picture of him in the fire 
and think of a joyful, hopeful, life without this person. Then bury the ashes in an 
appropriate spot. 
 



�

Financial Luck Spells  
 
 
To get money, money, money  
 

Items: Green candle - white candle. 
 
Time: Same time each day or night  
 
Ritual: The Green candle represents the money, and the white candle represents 
you. Make sure you anoint the candles with oil first, thinking of your desire for 
money to come to you. Set the candles on your alter or table 9 inches apart. After 
doing this say: 

 
"Money, money come to me in abundance three times three 

May I be enriched in the best of ways harming none on its way 
This I accept, so mote it be bring me money three times three!" 

 
Repeat this for nine days. Each day move the white candle one inch closer to the 
green candle. When the candles touch, your spell is finished. Make sure you 
visualize the money pouring in from the universe.  
 
 
 
 
 

Coltsfoot Wealth Spell  

Items: The husk from an ear of corn - A dollar - A note on parchment - Coltsfoot 
leaves - Green string or ribbon.  

Ritual: For wealth and prosperity for a year, take the husk from an ear of corn 
and put a dollar bill along with a note written on parchment, 

"Oh, dear god of luck, money is like muck, 
not good except it be spread. 

Spread some here at-------------- (write in your address). 
Thanks be to thee. Amen." Sign your name.  

Sprinkle the dollar bill and note with coltsfoot leaves. 
Roll the husk up and tie together with green string or ribbon. 

Hang the token up above the entryway with green cord. 
That husk should bring riches into your home or business by the bushel. 



To obtain money  

From Celtic Magic by D. J. Conway  
 

Items: Cauldron - Silver coin - Water  
 
Time: Full Moon  
 
Ritual: Fill your cauldron half full of water and drop a silver coin into it. Position 
the cauldron so that the light from the moon shines into the water. Gently sweep 
your hands just above the surface, symbolically gathering the Moon's silver. 
While doing this say... 

 
"Lovely Lady of the Moon, bring to me your  
wealth right soon. Fill my hands with silver 
and gold. All you give, my purse can hold." 

Repeat this three times. When finished, pour the water upon the earth. 

 

 

 

A Quick Money Spell  
 

Items: Green candle - Cinnamon oil - A bill - Patchouli incense 
 
Ritual: This spell requires good visualization. Take a green candle and anoint it 
with cinnamon oil. Take the bill or write on a piece of paper the amount of a bills 
you owe and whom it is to. You will need a candle that can burn for 7 days. Place 
the paper under the candle. Hold your hands over the candle and say: 

 
"This candle burns to light the way 
for the money I need to pay this bill 

in a way that harms no one."  
 

Light the candle and burn patchouli incense. Meditate for about 5 minutes as the 
candle burns. Visualize yourself writing the check or purchasing the money order 
for this bill and putting it in the mail. Burn the candle every day around the same 
time for 7 days and 15 minutes at a time. Also, burn patchouli incense every day 
too with the candle. On the last day, burn the paper with the flame from the 
candle and let the candle burn completely out. 
 



Tarot spell for Home Business  
 

Items: Ace of wands - III of wands - IV of wands - IX of pentacles  
 
Ritual: Lay out the IV of Wands -visualize your business starting -lots of 
customers - generally busy, working hard, smiling as you do so. Lay out the ace of 
wands - visualizing pouring your energy in to this enterprise - if you have any 
tools of your trade (example artist paintbrushes) handle them as you do so. Lay 
out the III of wands, picture a typical working day at your new company 
answering the phone -all the business you need and want, picture the little things. 
Lay out the IX of pentacles envision the ultimate security you have achieved thru 
this business and the satisfaction you have gained -see yourself smiling and 
content. Say the following as you lay out the final card: 

 
"With this spell I bring power to my resolve I start my own business  

I enjoy the advantages and benefits of making my home my place of business  
as I start this business not only do I cast this spell but I also work unceasingly  

to make my business a success. I have chosen work I enjoy and business  
will be good. As I cast this spell - I cast forth my will - I charge this spell  

to make word of my product spread. Let those who use my product be attracted  
to me and see what I have to offer. In this way the ends I desire shall  

be achieved comfort security and contentment. So be it. " 
 
 
 
 
 
Candle Money Spell  
 

Items: 2 black or orange candles - Anointing Oil  
 
Start: Sunday - Thursday or Friday 
 
Ritual: Etch your name and the words money, wealth, riches and any other 
words of power along the sides of the candles. Oil the candles and light them. 
Grasp them firmly in your hands until you feel your pulse throbbing beneath 
your fingers. Project what you want, repeating:  "These candles bring me wealth 
and riches"  
 

When done, extinguish with a snuffer. Re-light the candles every night until they are 
completely burned down.  



Money Spell (Norse)  
 

Items: A twig - Ink, paint or marker  
 
Ritual: Inscribe three Fe Runes on the twig. Now color the carved Runes with 
ink, paint, or a marker. The twig is held in the hand and charged; imagine 
magical force streaming into it from your hand. Spoke this charm thrice. 

 
"Frigga and Freya, Freen and Frick; Please send gold and send it quick!" 

 
The twig is then carried on your person.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seven Candle Money  
 

Items: 7 green candles - 7 coins - gold jewels  
 
Time: New Moon  
 
Ritual: Place the 7 candles in a circle, and while you place a coin under each 
candle, chant: 

"Hear my verse Spirit of Fortune  
Bring the power, and command to drive the money to me!" 

 
Close your eyes while candles are burning and concentrate on your wish. Let 
them extinguish completely. 

 
 
 



Lucky Money  
 

Tools: Play paper money - 2 green candles - 1 white candle - 9 cloves - 1 nutmeg - 
Oil - A bill  
 
Ritual: Inscribe your name down the front of the white candle, using a twig from 
a green tree. On each green candle inscribe 3 $$$ signs. Dip your finger in the oil 
(if possible lucky oil) and rub it all over the candles repeating 9 times: 

"By the power of the elements, I empower you"  
  

Set the candles on a table where they won't be disturbed for 9 days. Put the white 
candle between two green candles. Surround the candles completely with the play 
money, reserving 2 large denomination bills.  
 
Sprinkle the cloves on top of the money. Wrap the whole nutmeg up in your real 
money, and place it in front of the candle with your name on it.  
 
Each day for 9 days burn the candle for 9 minutes. During this time, you should 
concentrate on your luck with money, how you will make the right decisions 
concerning money, etc. 
 
On the 9th day let the candles burn out completely while you concentrate on your 
petition. Take the real money unwrapped from the nutmeg, and give it to what 
you consider a good cause. Take all the equipment used in the spell in a safe 
place. At the end of 9 days you may discard the equipment by burning it.  
 
Keep the nutmeg in your purse or pocket as a good luck charm, and use the 
cloves in cooking when you want to feel especially lucky. 

 
 
 



Money Magic  
 

Items: 1 colored candle according to your sign - 5 green candles - 1 gold candle - 
Olive oil - Incense - Altar candles  
 
Time: 3 days before Full Moon  
 
Ritual: Rub the candles with olive oil and salt starting at the center working to 
the ends, while you think what you want. Set the candles like this: 
 
 
 

Altar Candle                                          Altar Candle  
 

Green (4)                 Green (2)+Gold                     Green (1)  
 

    Red                         Green (3)                         Green (5)  
 
 

Light Altar candles and incense. Meditation is to be done. 
Light your candle and say: 

"This candle represents myself as it burns, so does my spirit."  
 

Light gold; think hard of attraction and say: 
"This candle represents attraction. It works for and with me."  

 
Light green candles in order thinking hard on money and say: 

"This candles represent the money which I desire. It is as much as I need,  
No more - No less."  

 
Light red candle, thinking of your need fulfilled. Say: 

"This candle represents the power and the command to drive the money to me."  
Pause a moment to reflect, then say: 

 
 

"As money is necessary to the fulfilment of our needs,  
so must we ever strive to obtain it. All should be earned or not  

relieved at all the need I have at present is intense. Draw the money to me.  
Let me find all that I need. Supply, now, to meet my urgent want  

For it is said that the Gods will provide when surely there is a need  
Let all work for me - Let me have sufficient. Let me no longer have want."  

 
 

Think now of your needs fulfilled and having the money. 
Think of having it in your possession and Say: 

"This money now is mine, it fills my need I have received it safely and am happy  
Praise be the Gods for their goodness, ever is it thus, now all is well."  



Sit for 5' and let the candles and incense burn. Then you may extinguish the flames. 
The ritual should be repeated the next day, but before you start, move the 5 green 
candles and the red 2 inches to the left of the previous position. Repeat each day until 
green candle N°1 touches your candle and the gold. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To Gain Money  
 

Items: Cauldron - Silver coin  
 
Time: Full Moon  
 
Ritual: Fill the cauldron half full of water and drop the coin on it. Position the 
cauldron so that the light from the Moon shines into the water. Gently sweep 
your hands just above the surface, symbolically gathering the Moon's silver. 
While doing this, say: 

 
"Lovely Lady of the Moon - Bring to me your wealth right soon  

Fill my hands with silver and gold - All you can give, my purse can hold."  
 

Repeat 3 times. When finished, pour the water upon the Earth. 
 
 
 
 
Fanarric Money Spell  
 

Items: Handful of dirt - Dried beans - Sugar - Silver coin - Bowl (preferable 
green)  
 
Ritual: Place the dirt in the bowl with the coin in the center of it. Put 9 dried 
beans in a semi-circle around the coin. Sit back and imagine a sphere of light. Ask 
your guardian angel for help. State the goal of the spell. Next, imagine all you’re 
needs fulfilled meditate a little and say 3 times: 

 
"Womb of Earth - Fertile cradle - Bless me"  

 
Put the bowl in a safe place after closing the spell. Once money has come in, take 
the bowl and scatter it with its content and thank the Earth for her generosity. 



�

Protection  
 
 
To break a hex  

 
If you ever feel that someone is putting negative energy or an outright curse upon 
you, this will break it and return it upon them. If you are not sure who your 
enemy is - it does not matter - this spell will return only negative thoughts and 
hexes directed at you. 
 
Items: A sprig of rosemary - A piece of yellow paper - A red pen - Scissors - A red 
clothe - Paprika or red pepper - A piece of red cotton string 
 
Time: Midnight on a Saturday night 
 
Ritual: While you are performing this spell - carry a piece of rosemary with you 
at all times. Write the person's name on the piece of yellow paper. If you are not 
sure of the person's name who is sending all of this negativity to you, simply 
write, "Enemy Mine". Using the red pen, draw a figure of a doll shape around the 
name and then cut out the shape with your scissors.  
 
Lay the paper doll face down on the red cloth and sprinkle with the paprika or 
red pepper (your choice). Tie a string around the middle of your doll, then wrap 
up the doll tightly with the red clothe and hold in your hands and repeat these 
words: 
 
 

"Enemy Mine your power is gone. The hex is broken the spell undone.  
The eye has been turned away. Enemy mine you've gone away so shall it be  

from this day this spell is cast - the spell will last until your apology sets 
 you free by me. This is my will so mote it be! 

 
 

Perform this spell for 7 consecutive nights at midnight, on the next Sunday night, 
unwrap the paper doll and tear it into nine pieces then burn it. Scatter the ashes 
FAR away from your home and throw the red cloth into the garbage. You will see 
an improvement in your mental awareness and no more feelings of being attacked 
within a week. 



Hose Secure Spell  
 

Items: Athame  
 
Time: Eaning Moon, as close to New Moon as possible.  
 
Ritual: Raise athame in salute to the Goddess and God, asking their assistance in 
your "house cleaning". Now, beginning at the front door, walk throughout your 
home clockwise. At each window, door or other opening, make an invoking 
pentagram with your athame. You may chant: 

 
 

"Lord and Lady of the day, keep all harma far away,  
Set your guard ever near, let no evil enter here"  

 
 

After you have gone through your entire living space, visualize the 3D outline of 
your home being completely made of and sealed with white light. Thank the Lady 
and the lord for their aid.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Protection Bottle Spell  
 

Items: 1 bottle with cork - 1 cup salt - 3 cloves garlic - 9 bay leaves - 7 tbsp. dried 
basil - 4 tbsp. dill seeds - 1 tbsp. sage - 1 tbsp. anise - 1 tbsp. black pepper - 1 tbsp. 
fennel  
 
Time: Morning of a sunny day  
 
Ritual: Place the salt in a bowl and say: 
 
 

"Salt that protects, protect my home and all within it"  
 
 

Add the rest, one by one saying the same words. Mix together with your hands, 
lending energy. Visualize your home as a shining, safe, secure place of sanctuary. 
Put the mixture in the jar. Seal and say: 
 
 

"Salt and herbs, 9 times 9 Guard now this home of mine"  
Keep the jar in a safe place or as an ornament. 

 



�

Removal of a Spell  
 
 
 
To undo a Spell  
 

Items: One bead from a necklace - A small patch of black cloth - String 
 
 
Time: Any night after midnight, facing east. Best on waning moon. 
 
 
Ritual: Place the pearl/bead in the black cloth - add your angelica herbs - tie up 
tightly in the string until you have wrapped the pearl/bead entirely in the cloth. 
Dribble a bit of wax from the candles on your final knot you tie. Say the 
following: 
 
 

" I cast a spell asking, I now ask the favour of having the spell removed. 
I understand to take back a spell means giving up something of my own  

to show my spirit is true and my intentions are good, I give this  
pearl/bead from a necklace I own. I transfer the spell into the and  

render the spell dormant. No harm may come from the cancellation of  
this spell. No further power shall it have. This is my will -so be it." 

 
Then throw the small package away far from your home. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Spell 1  
 

Items: 3 cloves of garlic - water  
 
 
Ritual: With water, grind the garlic into a paste. Rub the paste on the souls of the 
afflicted person's shoes, and on the front step of his/her home. Create a blessing 
with the Sun retribution Symbol invoking enlighten and clarity. This will negate 
earth spells. 



Spell 2  
 

Items: Oil - 1 white candle - 1 black candle  
 
 
Time: First Saturday after Full Moon or on a Full Moon  
 
 
Ritual: Rub and light the candles, saying: 
 
 

"On the Eve of ( ) I cast a spell  
and the effect I created I must now quell.  
Specifically ( ? ) May this spell be lifted  

And I now be gifted specifically with ( )" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To break the powers of a spell (against you)  
 

Items: 1 large black candle - Cauldron or large black bowl  
 
 
Ritual: Place the candle in the bowl, affixing it with droppings of another black 
candle. The candle should be tall enough to extend a few inches above the rim.  
 
 
Fill the cauldron to the rim with fresh water, without welling the candle's wick. 
Deep breathe meditate, clear your mind and light the candle. Visualize the 
suspected spell's power as residing within the candles flame. Sit in quiet 
contemplation of the candle and visualize the power flowing and growing within 
the candle's flame. As the candle burns down, its flame will eventually sputter 
and go out as it contacts the water. As soon as the water has extinguished the 
flame, the spell will be dispersed. See the spell power explode into dust. Pour 
water in a hole in the ground and bury the candle. 



 

Binding Spells  
 

Binding spells are a last resort only, and should be rarely be used. If you have 
tried every protection, cleansing and shield spells, and you try with a mirror to 
send the attack back and this fails as well, it's time to do a binding spell. 
 
A good binding spell should be irreversible, so, be absolutely sure you have tried 
everything and there's nothing else to do. When you perform a binding spell, it 
can be helpful to add something like: 
 
 

"I banish you from my life forever  
and from all my lives past, present and future!" 

 
 

Others  
 
To make Bad Luck go away  

 
Items: Cauldron - A piece of paper 
 
Time: At night 
 
Ritual: light a small fire in a cauldron or what ever you have available to contain 
the fire. Write on a piece of paper that is 3 inches x 3 inches, the words BAD 
LUCK. Then write down any bad things you do not like in your life right now. 
Then draw a big X across the paper with a black marker. While doing this you 
should be thinking of how all these things are going to disappear from your life, 
never to return! Place the paper in the fire and repeat the following words 3 
times: 
 
 

"Fire, fire burning bright turn my darkness into light! 
Take away my bad luck ill; bring me nothing but goodwill. 

Bad luck came and stayed to long, be gone forever, be gone, be gone! 
With this fire burning bright, bring me good luck, bring me light!" 

"SO MOTE IT BE!"  
 
 

After repeating these words 3 times, sit for a few minutes and concentrate on the 
bad luck being gone and the good luck coming your way! When you are done 
extinguish the fire. 



To stop Slander or Gossip  
 

Items: Cauldron - A piece of paper 
 
Time: By night time 
 
Ritual: Light a small fire in a cauldron or what ever you have available to contain 
the fire. Write on a piece of paper that is 3 inches x 3 inches, the word Rumours 
and the rumours that are being spread about you. Do not write the names of 
those who are slandering you! You do not want to harm them and suffer the 
consequences with karma! Be thinking of these lies going away never to return as 
you draw an X with a dark marker across the paper. Toss the paper into the fire 
and repeat the following words 3 times:  

 
"Rumours, slander standing stout, with this X, I cross you out 

I toss their words into the fire, all these lies no longer hire 
All bad things done and said, leave my life, be gone be dead! 

All the evil that they say, make it all go away! 
Rumours carry me no more, be gone be dead, be no more!" 

"SO MOTE IT BE!" 
 

Sit and concentrate on all the bad gossip going away for a few minutes, then 
extinguish the fire. 

 
 
Spell for Health  
 

Items: leaves of tea - flowers of lavender - ginger - salt - clove and camphor 
 
Ritual: Fold everything in a velvet cloth; tie it up with a scarlet thread. Keep it 
beside your bed at night. Breathe it when you wake up every day. Soon you shall 
be healed and stay that way.  

 
 
Spell to Protect Pets  
 

Items: Pet fur - red thread of silk - canister  
 
Ritual : Take some fur of the cat (shed fur will do nicely). Tie the fur into a bunch 
with some red thread (silk by preference, although cotton or even acrylic will do). 
Invoke the blessing of your patron deity. Place consecrated fur into a canister (the 
following is imperative!). The canister must be reflective on the outside, but NOT 
on the inside. Seal the canister with red wax (just a dab will do) Place canister 
next to pet's usual exit. Red is the color of protection, silk is an insulator, the 
reflective canister reflects malicious intent, and the blessing is for extra whammy 
to the spell. 



Annoying neighbour spell  
 
If you'd like someone to move out of your neighbourhood- try this! 
 
Items: A yellow candle - A teaspoon of salt - Half a cup of Olive Oil - A chicken 
feather 
 
 
Time: Sunset on the eve of a New Moon 
 
 
Ritual: Gather up your ingredients and go to a quiet area in your home where 
you can be alone Light the candle and put the salt into the cup of Olive Oil. Pick 
up the feather and repeat these words: 
 
 

C’Auda Draconis 
Help me in my time of need I want {person’s name here}  

to move away from me. In good health let them be  
their possessions - let them keep Let wheels begin to help them move- 

to-move away from me. This is my will - SO MOTE IT BE. 
 
 
 
 
To be Irresistible 
 

Items: A piece of soft material in pink or white - A small seashell - A new key or 
one that has been washed in salty water - A hair from his head or a drawing of 
him - 2 sewing needles tied together with red cotton - Some of your favorite 
perfume - a piece of white ribbon.  
 
 
Time: On a full moon at midnight  
 
 
Ritual: Take all the items except the piece of white ribbon and place them on top 
of the piece of material. Close your eyes and imagine a beautiful golden light 
surrounding you filling you with love and energy. Spray a little perfume over 
everything, then gather up the four sides of the material and tie them making a 
small bag.  
 
 
Put it in your purse whenever you are going to be near and let the magic work it's 
stuff - you can also keep it in your bedroom when you are not using it. Lay the 
charm on a nice dress you are going to wear next time you see him and "charge" 
the dress with the spell.  



Spell to find a job  
 

Items: 1 green candle - 1 black candle - Small jar - Nutmeg - Good luck oil - 
Banishing oil - Rune for good fortune - Stone - A piece of paper with your perfect 
job described on it. 
 
Time: Waxing Moon  
 
Ritual: Cast the Circle, Invoke the Gods, and anoint the black candle with 
banishing oil and light it while you visualize all your obstacles falling away, and 
say: 
 
 

"Bad luck flees, obstacles fall,  
my path is clear, heed my call"  

 
 

Anoint the green candle with lucky oil and say: 
 

"Good luck is mine and prosperity Help me Great Ones, come to me  
Opportunity and rewards I see as I will. So mote it be"  

 
 

Meditate on the job you want as you gaze into the candle's flame. Still in the 
circle, fill your good luck jar with the herbs, stone, note, and rune figure. Seal the 
jar with this words: 

 
 

"Earth-born stone of brilliant hue hearken to my deep desire  
amidst the candle's radiant fire Herbs of luck, prosperity  

heed my call and bring to me a better job, new opportunity  
as I will, so mote it be!"  

 
 

Shake the jar, seal it with a kiss and place it back on the Altar. Ground and 
center, thank the God and Goddess and close the Circle.  

 
 

Each morning after, hold the jar while saying: 
"God and Goddess hear as I pray  

Let good fortune come my way  
send me luck, prosperity in my job search,  

So mote it be!"  
 
 

Shake the jar a few times, seal it with a kiss and replace it on the Altar.  



Luck in business spell (Voodoo)  
 
 

Items: 3 grains of salt - handkerchief  
 
 
Ritual: Before going to an interview, place the salt in the handkerchief in your 
pocket. As soon as you can, throw the salt into the North corner of the room. 
Within 3 days, you will have the job. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attract Customers (Voodoo)  
 
 

Items: Sugar - Sulphur - Controlling or compelling Incense  
 
 
Ritual: Get up early and burn a mixture of sugar and sulphur and appropriate 
incense. As the sun rises, look to the East and pray for customers to be drawn to 
you. 

 
 



Overcoming Depression Spell 
 

Items: Protection Incense (herbs or oils work fine also) - Yellow 8" Taper Candle  
 
Ritual: It is best to find a work area that you can leave untouched for three days. 
If you must put away your tools, try to at least keep your spell candle out in the 
open.  
 
Prepare your work area by setting up any tools you may use. While setting up 
your area, CONCENTRATE on the purpose of your work. Imagine how good it 
feels to be happy. Do not let negative thoughts enter your mind!  
 
Just prior to your work, bathe in purification herbs, or with your favorite bath 
salts. While you are bathing, concentrate again on the purpose of your spell. 
Again, do not let negative thoughts enter your mind.  

 
After bathing, go to your work area. Cast a circle and light your incense. 
Envision a large, yellow ball of light surrounding you and your work area. Hold 
the yellow candle between the palms of your hands and direct all of your positive 
energy into the candle. Place the candle in its candleholder. Prior to lighting the 
candle, say, (either aloud, or to yourself): 

 
 

“This candle represents the love and energy I have for myself”  
Light the candle and say (either aloud or to yourself): 

“As I light this candle, the veil of darkness that is ever present 
 in my mind is lifting. The darkness ceases to exist as the light of this  

flame glows. Long has the darkness filled my mind,  
my desire to be happy is intense like the heat of fire.  
As this candle burns, my spirits are lifting and the 

 negative energy is washing away. 
I will be happy; my life will be peaceful.  

I can see myself as I wish to be-happy and free!”  
 
 

Sit back and watch the candle burn. Meditate on how good if feels to be happy 
and envision the veil of darkness lifting. When the candle had burned 1/3 of the 
way, say: 
 
 

“As the flame of the candle is extinguished-the light burns forever in my mind”  
 
And wave the candle out. Repeat this for two more nights. On the last night, after 
the candle has burned away and the leftover wax has cooled-throw away the 
leftover wax into to trash and envision your depression being thrown away with 
the wax. You will overcome your depression!  



Flying Ointment  
 
 
Note: The notorious "Witches Flying Ointment," a dangerous herbal concoction 
producing psychedelic effects, was said to be used by Witches in the Middle Ages. 
It consisted mainly of parsley, hemlock, water of aconite, poplar leaves, soot, bat's 
blood, deadly nightshade (or belladonna), Henbane and Hashish. (Of course, 
Witches didn't really fly; however, the ointment did induce incredible 
hallucinations, psychic visions and astral projections.)  
 
 
The following is a modern Witch's flying ointment recipe. It is safer and much 
easier to use: 
 
 
Items: 1/4 cup lard - 1/2 tsp clove oil - 1 tsp chimney soot - 1/4 tsp dried cinquefoil 
1/4 tsp dried mugwort - 1/4 tsp dried thistle - 1/4 dried vervain - 1/2 tsp benzoin 
tincture  
 
 
Ritual: Using a mortar and pestle, crush the dried herbs until almost powdered. 
In a small cauldron or saucepan, heat the lard over a low flame until it is melted 
completely. Add the herbs, the clove oil and chimney soot to the lard base and 
mix well. Add the benzoin as a natural preservative, stir together clockwise and 
then simmer for ten to fifteen minutes. Strain it through cheesecloth into a small 
heat resistant container and then allow it to cool. Store it in your refrigerator or 
in a cool dark place until it is ready to be used. On a night of the Full Moon, 
anoint your temples and Third Eye with a small amount of the flying ointment 
prior to astral projection or dream magick.  
 
NOTE: For external use only! 

 
 



Purple Light Spell - for progress and ambition  
 

Items: 1 Purple Candle.  
 
Ritual: Purple promotes ambition, progress, power, and strengthens will- power. 
As you light the candle, repeat: 

 
"This light is burning to help me gain and achieve (wish).  

Its protest is small but holds great power. For only it can push this power  
up into the Loving Hands of the Goddess. I am, like this candle, small, but  

my intentions and ambitions are big, and with perseverance, I will get  
there. Goddess, help me achieve this. So mote it be" 

 
Focus your energy on the flame. Think of all your ambitions and dreams. 
Imagine the flame being pushed up into the hands of the Goddess. Visualize the 
Goddess receiving all your energy. Imagine you can see your energy being pulled 
into the flame. As your energy is soaked into the flame, imagine it turning purple. 
The more energy soaked in the deeper and stronger the purple gets. Imagine a 
long purple ribbon flowing out of the flame and into the hands of the Goddess.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Safe Travel Spell  
 

Items: Mint - Small moonstone  
 
Time: Waxing Moon - Weekends  
 
Ritual: Place a fresh mint leave in a wallet, purse or briefcase wrapped around a 
small moonstone or your sign stone as a lucky charm. (This encourages 
prosperity too). 


